
Fitch Maintains EPM's Ratings on Rating Watch Negative

Fitch Ratings-New York-29 October 2019: Fitch Ratings has maintained Empresas Publicas de 
Medellin E.S.P.'s (EPM) 'BBB' Long-Term Foreign Currency Issuer Default Rating (IDR) and 'AAA
(col)' National Long-Term Rating on Rating Watch Negative. In addition, Fitch maintains on Rating 
Watch Negative EPM's locally rated subsidiaries. A full list of rating actions follows at the end of this 
release. 

EPM's ratings reflect the company's low business risk resulting from its diversification and 
characteristics as a utility service provider. EPM is the largest electricity generator in Colombia and 
exhibits a diversified portfolio of utility businesses that include electric generation, transmission and 
distribution, water and sewage services, natural gas distribution, and garbage collection and disposal 
services. The company's ratings also reflect its solid credit protection measures supported by 
moderate historical and projected leverage, healthy interest coverage and an adequate liquidity 
position. EPM's ratings also reflect the company's somewhat aggressive growth strategy as well as 
its exposure to regulatory risk, which is considered low.

EPM's Negative Watch reflects continued uncertainty regarding the closure of the blocked EPM's 
Auxiliary Diversion System since April 28, 2018, and final cost over-runs. Additional technical and 
infrastructure complications are possible, and could delay the project's Commercial Operation Date 
(COD) beyond three years. Additional unforeseen contingencies have been partially mitigated after 
the insurers announced the damages qualified under the insurance policy, but there is no clarity as to 
when and what damages will be covered. The resolution of the Rating Watch may extend longer than 
six months given these uncertainties. 

KEY RATING DRIVERS

Positive Developments on Ituango: Fitch continues to maintain the Rating Watch Negative until 
further confirmation that the diversion and auxiliary tunnels are appropriately plugged. However, 
Fitch believes that the financial impact of the Ituango project is mitigated after the announcement that 
its insurer, Mapfre, determined that the causes of damage at the Ituango project is covered by the 
insurance policy of up to USD3.2 billion, comprised of USD2.6 billion for infrastructure and 
equipment and USD628 million for business interruption. Fitch believes the company remains 
exposed to execution risk even though the company has made progress to remediate the collapse of 
the project's tunnels. Fitch expects EPM will plug the diversion tunnels and auxiliary diversion tunnels 
(ADT) within the next six to 12 months. Fitch's base case assumes that 300MW will be in operation 
at the end of 2021 or early 2022, in line with the companies guidance. 
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Asset Sales will Ease Leverage Pressure: Fitch's base case continues to incorporate the sale of 
assets totalling up to COP3.7 trillion, which includes the water company ADASA and EPM's 10% 
stake in ISA. EPM recently announced the sale of its 110MW wind farm (Los Cururos) in Chile to 
AES Gener for USD138 million. The divestment strategy will strengthen the company's liquidity to 
absorb costs, while the company negotiates cost of damages from the insurance company, during 
the completion of Ituango. 

Stable Cash Flow Profile: EPM has a stable and predictable cash flow profile supported by regulated 
businesses in investment grade markets. Fitch estimates nearly 85% of EPM's 2019 EBITDA will 
derive from its Energy business, where its generation segment will comprise of 25% and two thirds 
from its distribution segments. EPM's distribution business operates is in highly regulated markets, 
mostly concentrated in Colombia, where it is the largest distributor in the country, with a market 
share of 25%. Further, EPM is a majority shareholder in the second largest distribution company in 
Panama, Elektra Noreste (BBB/Stable). EPM is also a market leader in water and waste 
management services in Chile, Colombia and Mexico. Fitch estimates that 15% of the company's 
EBITDA will come from these business segments. 

Stable Credit Metrics: Fitch estimates EPM's consolidated gross leverage, defined as total debt to 
EBITDA, will average 3.6x between 2019-2022. The elevated leverage is mostly explained by the 
company's Ituango project, which Fitch estimates will cost a total of USD3.4 billion by the final 
completion, an incremental cost of USD1.3 billion. Fitch's base case assumes modest increase in 
cash flows in 2022 when 300MW of the project is on line, followed by two additional launches of 
300MW thereafter. Fitch believes that despite higher leverage in the medium term, EPM has a solid 
credit profile with FFO interest coverage averaging 4.8x times between 2019-2020 and net debt to 
EBITDA of average 3.2x over the same time period. 

Moderate Regulatory Risk Exposure: Fitch considers EPM's exposure to regulatory risk low. The bulk 
of EPM's consolidated revenues are generated either by regulated tariffs or medium-term contracts. 
The latter exposes the company to potentially sustained low electricity prices. Historically, Colombian 
regulatory entities have ruled independently from the central government and have provided a fair 
and balanced framework for both companies and consumers. Fitch expects future regulatory 
changes to have a neutral impact on the company's cash flow generation and financial profile. Future 
regulatory changes are expected to be aimed at adding transparency to the market and the 
regulatory framework overall. EPM's diversified business profile further mitigates the company's 
regulatory risk as a simultaneous tariff decrease across all businesses is unlikely. 

Strong Linkage with Parent: EPM consistently contributes significant cash-flows in the form of 
dividends to its parent, the City of Medellin (BBB/Outlook Negative). In 2018, these distributions 
composed 25% of the city's total revenues and have exceeded 20% of the government revenues for 
four out of the last five years. Under Fitch's criteria, a government-related entity (GRE) sustainably 
generating more than 10% of the government's revenues would be considered a strong linkage 
factor that would lead to an equalization of the ratings. Fitch may nevertheless choose to apply 
notching down from the government if concerns exist regarding the company's financial structure. 
Considering EPM's weaker capital structure and uncertainty surrounding the financial impacts of the 
Ituango project, Fitch maintains a Negative Watch on EPM's ratings until the company can regain 
control of the project.
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DERIVATION SUMMARY

EPM's low business-risk profile is commensurate with its investment-grade rating and is comparable 
with that of Grupo Energia Bogota S.A. E.S.P.'s (GEB, BBB/Stable), Enel Americas S.A. (A-/Stable), 
AES Gener (BBB-/Stable) and Promigas (BBB-/Stable). EPM's ratings are two notches below Enel 
Americas, as the latter has a strong diversified and geographic footprint in South America, as well as 
it has a more conservative capital structure. Fitch estimates Enel Americas gross leverage will be 
1.6x in 2019 and will remain below that level thereafter, not considering any acquisitions, while Fitch 
projects EPM leverage to average 3.8x over the rating horizon.

EPM and GEB are rated one notch above AES Gener and Promigas. GEB's operating environment 
and exposure to regulated business bodes well for its credit quality in comparison with AES Gener, 
which operates in a more competitive environment. Also, Fitch projected leverage for GEB is in the 
range of 3,5x to 4.0x, slightly lower that AES Gener, for which Fitch expects leverage metrics to 
average 4.0x. Promigas is also rated one notch below GEB in the international scale, given its lower 
level of business and geographic diversification and its higher leverage levels over the medium term 
compared to GEB

KEY ASSUMPTIONS

Fitch's Key Assumptions Within Our Rating Case for the Issuer
--Ituango project gradually launched into operations with 300MW on line by year-end 2021, 900MW 
of additional capacity added in 2022 and the final 1200MW added in 2024;
--Total Ituango cost of USD3.4 billion, a $1.3 billion increase from original budget;
--Total Dividends received from UNE of USD25MM per year between 2020 and 2021;
--Annual dividends of 50% of previous years net income; 
--Divestment of Los Cururos in 2019 for USD 138MM followed by Sale of 10% stake in ISA, ADASA 
and Promioriente in 2020;
--Ituango's medium-term commercial obligations are covered with electricity purchases, existing 
hydroelectric asset base and thermal generation;
--No insurance payments during the rated horizon

RATING SENSITIVITIES

Developments That May, Individually or Collectively, Lead to Positive Rating Action
--An upgrade is not likely in the short to medium term given the expected delay in Ituango's 
operation, the company's current credit metrics, large capex program and the potential 
materialization of project relation contingencies.

Developments That May, Individually or Collectively, Lead to Negative Rating Action
--The materialization of significant cost overruns and contingencies that weaken the company's 
liquidity;
--Additional delays in Ituango's COD; sustained leverage above 4.0x; failure to materialize asset 
sales for COP 1.8
trillion in the near term;
--An overly aggressive investment and/or acquisition strategy that drives leverage metrics 
consistently above 4x;
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--Increased intervention from the company's owner, the municipality of Medellin, which negatively 
affects cash flows.

LIQUIDITY

Fitch does not anticipate a material near-term effect on EPM's liquidity and operating cash flow 
resulting from the Ituango landslide. Approximately 66% of the company's EBITDA is from regulated 
businesses with highly stable cash flow generation. EPM held approximately COP 1.6 trillion of cash 
on hand as of December 2018 and posted cash flow from operations of approximately COP 3.2 
trillion as of that date. These amounts provide sufficient liquidity to cover short-term financial 
obligations of COP 3.2 trillion for 2019 and its capex program. EPM's bond issuance strengthened its 
liquidity prospects, as it funded the cash tender offer of the EPM bond due 2021 that totals USD 391 
million, as well as refinancing credit loans for USD 235 million, USD 750 million and COP 450billion 
due in 2020, 2021 and 2022, respectively, extending these maturities.

Currently, the company's dividend policy is expected to remain in place despite the cash flow impact 
derived from Ituango's delay. Historically, EPM has transferred on average between 45% and 55% of 
its net income to the city of Medellin in the form of dividends. EPM's transfers to Medellin have 
historically represented approximately 20% to 30% of the city's investment budget. Although not 
likely in the near term, an increase in the company's dividend distribution policy could pressure its 
FCF generation, which is already expected to continue to be negative in the medium term as the 
company continues to execute its investment plan. 

ESG Considerations
Unless otherwise disclosed in this section, the highest level of ESG credit relevance is a score of 3. 
ESG issues are credit neutral or have only a minimal credit impact on the entity, either due to their 
nature or the way in which they are being managed by the entity.

Fitch has maintained the following ratings on Rating Watch Negative:

Empresas Publicas de Medellin E.S.P.as follows:
--Long-Term Foreign Currency IDR 'BBB'; Rating Watch Negative Maintained; 
--Long-Term Local Currency IDR 'BBB'; Rating Watch Negative Maintained;
--Long-Term National Scale Ratings 'AAA(col)'; Rating Watch Negative Maintained;
--Senior unsecured debt ratings 'BBB'; Rating Watch Negative Maintained;
--Senior unsecured debt ratings 'AAA(col)'; Rating Watch Negative Maintained. 
--EPM's senior unsecured notes 'BBB'; Rating Watch Negative Maintained.

Fitch has taken the following rating actions:

EPM Inversiones,
--Long-Term National Scale Ratings 'AAA(col)'; Rating Watch Negative Maintained;
--National Short-Term Rating affirmed at 'F1+(col)'.

Empresa de Energia del Quindio (EDEQ); 
--Long-Term National Scale Ratings 'AAA(col)'; Rating Watch Negative Maintained;
--National Short-Term Rating affirmed 'F1+(col)'.
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Centrales Electricas del Norte de Santander (CENS); 
--Long-Term National Scale Ratings at 'AAA(col)'; Rating Watch Negative Maintained;
--National Short-Term Rating affirmed at 'F1+(col)'.

Empresa Electrificadora de Santander S.A. E.S.P. ( ESSA);
--Long-Term National Scale Ratings 'AAA(col)'; Rating Watch Negative Maintained;
--National Short-Term Rating affirmed at 'F1+(col)'.

Central Hidroelectrica de Caldas S.A.E.S.P.
--Long-Term National Scale Ratings 'AAA(col)'; Rating Watch Negative Maintained;
--National Short-Term Rating affirmed at 'F1+(col)'.

Contact: 

Primary Analyst
Saverio Minervini
Director
+1-212-908-0364
Fitch Ratings, Inc.
300 W. 57th Street
New York, NY 10019

Secondary Analyst
Jose Luis Rivas
Director
+ 57 1 484 6770 ext. 1016

Committee Chairperson
Lucas Aristizabal
Senior Director
+1-312-368-3260

Date of Relevant Rating Committee: Oct. 28, 2019. 

Media Relations: Elizabeth Fogerty, New York, Tel: +1 212 908 0526, Email: 
elizabeth.fogerty@thefitchgroup.com

Additional information is available on www.fitchratings.com. For regulatory purposes in various 
jurisdictions, the supervisory analyst named above is deemed to be the primary analyst for this 
issuer; the principal analyst is deemed to be the secondary.
Applicable Criteria
Corporate Rating Criteria (pub. 19 Feb 2019)
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Government-Related Entities Rating Criteria (pub. 25 Oct 2018)
Metodología de Calificaciones en Escala Nacional (pub. 02 Aug 2018)
Metodología de Calificación de Entidades Relacionadas con el Gobierno (pub. 20 Dec 2018)
Metodología de Calificación de Finanzas Corporativas (pub. 16 Apr 2019)
Parent and Subsidiary Rating Linkage (pub. 27 Sep 2019)

Additional Disclosures
Solicitation Status
Endorsement Policy

ALL FITCH CREDIT RATINGS ARE SUBJECT TO CERTAIN LIMITATIONS AND DISCLAIMERS. 
PLEASE READ THESE LIMITATIONS AND DISCLAIMERS BY FOLLOWING THIS LINK: 
HTTPS://WWW.FITCHRATINGS.COM/UNDERSTANDINGCREDITRATINGS. IN ADDITION, 
RATING DEFINITIONS AND THE TERMS OF USE OF SUCH RATINGS ARE AVAILABLE ON THE 
AGENCY'S PUBLIC WEB SITE AT WWW.FITCHRATINGS.COM. PUBLISHED RATINGS, 
CRITERIA, AND METHODOLOGIES ARE AVAILABLE FROM THIS SITE AT ALL TIMES. FITCH'S 
CODE OF CONDUCT, CONFIDENTIALITY, CONFLICTS OF INTEREST, AFFILIATE FIREWALL, 
COMPLIANCE, AND OTHER RELEVANT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE 
FROM THE CODE OF CONDUCT SECTION OF THIS SITE. DIRECTORS AND SHAREHOLDERS 
RELEVANT INTERESTS ARE AVAILABLE AT 
HTTPS://WWW.FITCHRATINGS.COM/SITE/REGULATORY. FITCH MAY HAVE PROVIDED 
ANOTHER PERMISSIBLE SERVICE TO THE RATED ENTITY OR ITS RELATED THIRD PARTIES. 
DETAILS OF THIS SERVICE FOR RATINGS FOR WHICH THE LEAD ANALYST IS BASED IN AN 
EU-REGISTERED ENTITY CAN BE FOUND ON THE ENTITY SUMMARY PAGE FOR THIS 
ISSUER ON THE FITCH WEBSITE.

Copyright © 2019 by Fitch Ratings, Inc., Fitch Ratings Ltd. and its subsidiaries. 33 Whitehall Street, 
NY, NY 10004. Telephone: 1-800-753-4824, (212) 908-0500. Fax: (212) 480-4435. Reproduction or 
retransmission in whole or in part is prohibited except by permission. All rights reserved. In issuing 
and maintaining its ratings and in making other reports (including forecast information), Fitch relies 
on factual information it receives from issuers and underwriters and from other sources Fitch 
believes to be credible. Fitch conducts a reasonable investigation of the factual information relied 
upon by it in accordance with its ratings methodology, and obtains reasonable verification of that 
information from independent sources, to the extent such sources are available for a given security 
or in a given jurisdiction. The manner of Fitch's factual investigation and the scope of the third-party 
verification it obtains will vary depending on the nature of the rated security and its issuer, the 
requirements and practices in the jurisdiction in which the rated security is offered and sold and/or 
the issuer is located, the availability and nature of relevant public information, access to the 
management of the issuer and its advisers, the availability of pre-existing third-party verifications 
such as audit reports, agreed-upon procedures letters, appraisals, actuarial reports, engineering 
reports, legal opinions and other reports provided by third parties, the availability of independent and 
competent third- party verification sources with respect to the particular security or in the particular 
jurisdiction of the issuer, and a variety of other factors. Users of Fitch's ratings and reports should 
understand that neither an enhanced factual investigation nor any third-party verification can ensure 
that all of the information Fitch relies on in connection with a rating or a report will be accurate and 
complete. Ultimately, the issuer and its advisers are responsible for the accuracy of the information 
they provide to Fitch and to the market in offering documents and other reports. In issuing its ratings 
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and its reports, Fitch must rely on the work of experts, including independent auditors with respect to 
financial statements and attorneys with respect to legal and tax matters. Further, ratings and 
forecasts of financial and other information are inherently forward-looking and embody assumptions 
and predictions about future events that by their nature cannot be verified as facts. As a result, 
despite any verification of current facts, ratings and forecasts can be affected by future events or 
conditions that were not anticipated at the time a rating or forecast was issued or affirmed. 
The information in this report is provided "as is" without any representation or warranty of any kind, 
and Fitch does not represent or warrant that the report or any of its contents will meet any of the 
requirements of a recipient of the report. A Fitch rating is an opinion as to the creditworthiness of a 
security. This opinion and reports made by Fitch are based on established criteria and 
methodologies that Fitch is continuously evaluating and updating. Therefore, ratings and reports are 
the collective work product of Fitch and no individual, or group of individuals, is solely responsible for 
a rating or a report. The rating does not address the risk of loss due to risks other than credit risk, 
unless such risk is specifically mentioned. Fitch is not engaged in the offer or sale of any security. All 
Fitch reports have shared authorship. Individuals identified in a Fitch report were involved in, but are 
not solely responsible for, the opinions stated therein. The individuals are named for contact 
purposes only. A report providing a Fitch rating is neither a prospectus nor a substitute for the 
information assembled, verified and presented to investors by the issuer and its agents in connection 
with the sale of the securities. Ratings may be changed or withdrawn at any time for any reason in 
the sole discretion of Fitch. Fitch does not provide investment advice of any sort. Ratings are not a 
recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any security. Ratings do not comment on the adequacy of 
market price, the suitability of any security for a particular investor, or the tax-exempt nature or 
taxability of payments made in respect to any security. Fitch receives fees from issuers, insurers, 
guarantors, other obligors, and underwriters for rating securities. Such fees generally vary from 
US$1,000 to US$750,000 (or the applicable currency equivalent) per issue. In certain cases, Fitch 
will rate all or a number of issues issued by a particular issuer, or insured or guaranteed by a 
particular insurer or guarantor, for a single annual fee. Such fees are expected to vary from 
US$10,000 to US$1,500,000 (or the applicable currency equivalent). The assignment, publication, or 
dissemination of a rating by Fitch shall not constitute a consent by Fitch to use its name as an expert 
in connection with any registration statement filed under the United States securities laws, the 
Financial Services and Markets Act of 2000 of the United Kingdom, or the securities laws of any 
particular jurisdiction. Due to the relative efficiency of electronic publishing and distribution, Fitch 
research may be available to electronic subscribers up to three days earlier than to print subscribers. 
For Australia, New Zealand, Taiwan and South Korea only: Fitch Australia Pty Ltd holds an 
Australian financial services license (AFS license no. 337123) which authorizes it to provide credit 
ratings to wholesale clients only. Credit ratings information published by Fitch is not intended to be 
used by persons who are retail clients within the meaning of the Corporations Act 2001
Fitch Ratings, Inc. is registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission as a Nationally 
Recognized Statistical Rating Organization (the "NRSRO"). While certain of the NRSRO's credit 
rating subsidiaries are listed on Item 3 of Form NRSRO and as such are authorized to issue credit 
ratings on behalf of the NRSRO (see https://www.fitchratings.com/site/regulatory), other credit rating 
subsidiaries are not listed on Form NRSRO (the "non-NRSROs") and therefore credit ratings issued 
by those subsidiaries are not issued on behalf of the NRSRO. However, non-NRSRO personnel may 
participate in determining credit ratings issued by or on behalf of the NRSRO.
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SOLICITATION STATUS

The ratings above were solicited and assigned or maintained at the request of the rated entity/issuer 
or a related third party. Any exceptions follow below.

Endorsement Policy

Fitch's approach to ratings endorsement so that ratings produced outside the EU may be used by 
regulated entities within the EU for regulatory purposes, pursuant to the terms of the EU Regulation 
with respect to credit rating agencies, can be found on the EU Regulatory Disclosures page. The 
endorsement status of all International ratings is provided within the entity summary page for each 
rated entity and in the transaction detail pages for all structured finance transactions on the Fitch 
website. These disclosures are updated on a daily basis.

Fitch Updates Terms of Use & Privacy Policy

We have updated our Terms of Use and Privacy Policies which cover all of Fitch Group's websites. Learn 
more.
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